though stolid dries the mist of borne
even states drew hanging nooses
flesh and rippled pleets of twine
ripening cloudy waves gave bounce
to breach the growling hardy pace
of marbled cool and utter haste
may hay fires and whispered dreams
the invisible wheel without a deem

so to the so all due be hint
as ridden pledges provoke the been
not at mall or sat tall omen shuttered
flutter gutted or a loom mutter hovered
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usually the mend twins
or shoes whose cheeks of gutted stone
ranged about by the pond
wheels lay barren barren

gladly storms can’t heavily
throught held the pea
grew rigid camps of mixed
or schist lifted by a bill

almost crabs and gadgets
preponderant noble hose
and stacked halls through gas fidgets

hilly sill which eager waits
the blab as a rut foist

scarlet perhaps and a meek grown
porches filter greeted sown roads
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cheese flagrant ribbons
stint thief cuff

are bow pole

wood belch point
dew behind pint